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Abstract. We explore two applications of negative premises to increase
the expressive power of psi-calculi: reliable broadcasts and priorities. To-
gether, these can be used to model discrete time, which we illustrate
with an example from automotive applications. The negative premises
can be encoded by a two-level structural operational semantics without
negative premises; we use this fact to prove the standard congruence and
structural laws of bisimulation with Nominal Isabelle.

1 Introduction

A negative premise in a structural operational semantics (SOS) rule states that
in order to derive a transition, the absence of another transition must be proven.
Applications include priorities, deadlock detection and sequential composition:
an event can only occur if a higher-priority event is not available, a deadlock
is detected if another transition can not be derived, and P ;Q may proceed as
Q iff P can not act. Process algebras with negative premises have been stud-
ied for more than 20 years. The main novel contribution of this paper is to use
negative premises in a general framework of high-level applied process calculi,
where it is easy to define highly specialised modelling languages for particular
applications. We show how to capture phenomena such as priorities and reli-
able broadcasts, and demonstrate the applicability of our framework through a
nontrivial example.

Two early studies of negative premises in structural operational semantics
are Bloom et al. [4] and Groote [12]; van Glabbeek [28] gives a more recent
exposition of the involved challenges. One obvious problem is that it is possible
to give an inconsistent set of rules, where a process has a transition if and only if
it does not. Groote’s solution involves introducing the notion of a stratification.
Formally, a stratification is a function S from transitions to some ordinal such
that for every instance of a rule application that may occur in a derivation
tree, the negative premises have smaller S-values than the conclusion, and the
positive premises have no larger S-values than the conclusion. A corollary of
the existence of a stratification is that there is no transition whose absence is a
precondition for its presence. Transitions are constructed stratum by stratum in
a bottom-up fashion, where negative premises on a given stratum are true when
the corresponding positive premises are not provable on any of the lower strata.

All previous work on negative premises known to us apply only to basic pro-
cess calculi where there are no high-level data structures or logics in the process
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syntax. Psi-calculi [3] is a parametric framework for extensions of the pi-calculus,
with arbitrary data structures and logical assertions for facts about data. In ear-
lier papers we have shown how psi-calculi can capture the same phenomena as
other proposed extensions of the pi-calculus such as the applied pi-calculus, the
spi-calculus, the fusion calculus, the concurrent constraint pi-calculus, and cal-
culi with polyadic communication channels or pattern matching. Psi-calculi can
be even more general, for example by allowing structured channels, higher-order
formalisms such as the lambda calculus for data structures, and predicate logic
for assertions.

In this paper, we extend psi-calculi with two examples of negative premises.
First, we introduce a reliable broadcast communication, where the possibility
of message loss is prevented by a negative premise in the rule for execution
of parallel processes. In other words, it is impossible for a message to miss a
process that listens for it. Second, we introduce a priority system, where negative
premises ensure that synchronisation over higher priority channels block actions
of lower priority. In both cases, we gain generality by making the reliability
and priority of channels a dynamic property which may depend on the current
process environment. The precise nature of this dependency may vary between
different uses of broadcasts and priorities, subject to some natural restrictions.

For reliable broadcast and priorities, the structural operational semantics
with negative premises coincides with a two-layer formulation, where the nega-
tive premises in the top layer are expressed in terms of the bottom layer, and
the bottom layer only uses positive premises — and hence is a formulation that
formally has no negative premises. We use this approach when formalising our
framework in Nominal Isabelle, allowing us to directly reuse earlier work on the
topic by Bengtson [2]. We obtain machine-checked proofs that strong bisimula-
tion satisfies the expected algebraic properties.

We evaluate our framework by showing that a notion of discrete time emerges
as a special case of low-priority reliable broadcasts of clock signals. We demon-
strate that instances of psi-calculi can capture the broadcast pi-calculus [10] and
model the CAN protocol for bus arbitration in automotive vehicles [9].

2 Background on Psi-calculi

The following is a quick recapitulation of the psi-calculi framework. For an in-
depth introduction with motivations and examples refer the reader to [3].

We assume a countably infinite set of atomic names N ranged over by
a, b, . . . , z. Intuitively, names will represent the symbols that can be scoped, and
also represent symbols acting as variables in the sense that they can be subject
to substitution. A nominal set [21] is a set equipped with a formal notion of what
it means for a name a to occur in an element X of the set, written a ∈ n(X)
(often pronounced as “a is in the support of X”). We write a#X, pronounced “a
is fresh for X”, for a 6∈ n(X), and if A is a set of names we write A#X to mean
∀a ∈ A . a#X. In the following ã means a finite sequence of names, a1, . . . , an.
The empty sequence is written ε and the concatenation of ã and b̃ is written ãb̃.
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When occurring as an operand of a set operator, ã means the corresponding set
of names {a1, . . . , an}. We also use sequences of other nominal sets in the same

way. For names, we write (ã b̃) for the name swapping that swaps each element

of ã with the corresponding element of b̃; here it is implicit that ã and b̃ have
the same length, and that the names in ã (resp. b̃) are pair-wise distinct.

A nominal datatype is a nominal set together with a set of functions on it.
In particular we shall consider substitution functions that substitute elements
for names. If X is an element of a datatype, ã is a sequence of names without
duplicates and Ỹ is an equally long sequence of elements of possibly another
datatype, the substitution X[ã := Ỹ ] is an element of the same datatype as X.

Substitution is required to satisfy a law akin to alpha-conversion: if b̃#X, ã then
X[ã := T̃ ] = ((̃b ã) ·X)[̃b := T̃ ].

A psi-calculus is defined by instantiating three nominal data types and four
operators:

Definition 1 (Psi-calculus parameters). A psi-calculus requires the three
(not necessarily disjoint) nominal data types: the (data) terms T, ranged over
by M,N , the conditions C, ranged over by ϕ, the assertions A, ranged over by
Ψ , and the four equivariant operators:

.↔ ∈ T×T→ C (Unicast) Channel Equivalence
⊗ ∈ A×A→ A Composition
1 : A Unit
` ⊆ A×C Entailment

and substitution functions [ã := M̃ ], substituting terms for names, on each
of T, C and A, where the substitution function on T, in addition to the
alpha-conversion-like law above, satisfies the following name preservation laws:
if ã ⊆ n(M) and b ∈ n(Ñ) then b ∈ n(M [ã := Ñ ]); and if b ∈ n(M) and b#ã, Ñ

then b ∈ n(M [ã := Ñ ]).
The binary functions above will be written in infix. Thus, M

.↔ N is a
condition, pronounced “M and N are channel equivalent”. We write Ψ ` ϕ, “Ψ
entails ϕ”, for (Ψ, ϕ) ∈ `, and if Ψ and Ψ ′ are assertions then so is Ψ ⊗ Ψ ′.

We say that two assertions are equivalent, written Ψ ' Ψ ′ if they entail
the same conditions, i.e. for all ϕ we have that Ψ ` ϕ ⇔ Ψ ′ ` ϕ. We impose
certain requisites on the sets and operators. In brief, channel equivalence must
be symmetric and transitive, ⊗ must be compositional with regard to ', and
the assertions with (⊗,1) form an abelian monoid modulo '.

A frame F can intuitively be thought of as an assertion with local names: it is
of the form (νb̃)Ψ where b̃ is a sequence of names that bind into the assertion Ψ .
We use F,G to range over frames. We overload Ψ to also mean the frame (νε)Ψ

and ⊗ to composition on frames defined by (νb̃1)Ψ1 ⊗ (νb̃2)Ψ2 = (νb̃1b̃2)(Ψ1 ⊗
Ψ2) where b̃1#b̃2, Ψ2 and vice versa. We write Ψ ⊗ F to mean (νε)Ψ ⊗ F , and

(νc)((νb̃)Ψ) for (νcb̃)Ψ .
Alpha equivalent frames are identified. We define F ` ϕ to mean that there

exists an alpha variant (νb̃)Ψ of F such that b̃#ϕ and Ψ ` ϕ. We also de-
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fine F ' G to mean that for all ϕ it holds that F ` ϕ iff G ` ϕ. Intuitively a
condition is entailed by a frame if it is entailed by the assertion and does not
contain any names bound by the frame, and two frames are equivalent if they
entail the same conditions.

Definition 2 (Psi-calculus agents). Given psi-calculus parameters as in Def-
inition 1, the agents, ranged over by P,Q, . . ., are of the following forms.

0 Nil
MN .P Output
M(λx̃)N .P Input
case ϕ1 : P1 [] · · · [] ϕn : Pn Case
(νa)P Restriction
P | Q Parallel
!P Replication
(|Ψ |) Assertion

Restriction binds a in P and Input binds x̃ in both N and P . We identify
alpha equivalent agents. An occurrence of a subterm in an agent is guarded if it
is a proper subterm of a Prefix form. An agent is assertion guarded if it contains
no unguarded Assertions. An agent is well-formed if in M(λx̃)N.P it holds that
x̃ ⊆ n(N) is a sequence without duplicates, that in a replication !P the agent P
is assertion guarded, and that in case ϕ1 : P1 [] · · · [] ϕn : Pn the agents Pi are
assertion guarded.

The agent case ϕ1 : P1 [] · · · [] ϕn : Pn is sometimes abbreviated as case ϕ̃ : P̃ ,
or if n = 1 as if ϕ1 then P1. Input subjects are underlined to facilitate parsing
of complicated expressions; in simple cases we often omit the underline. We
sometimes write M(x).P for M(λx)x.P . From this point on, we only consider
well-formed agents.

The frame F(P ) of an agent P is defined inductively as follows:

F(M(λx̃)N .P ) = F(M N .P ) = F(0) = F(case ϕ̃ : P̃ ) = F(!P ) = 1
F((|Ψ |)) = (νε)Ψ F(P | Q) = F(P )⊗F(Q) F((νb)P ) = (νb)F(P )

The actions ranged over by α, β are of the following three kinds:
Output M(νã)N where ã ⊆ n(N), input MN , where ã ⊆ n(N), and silent τ : p.
Here we refer to M as the subject and N as the object. We define bn(M(νã)N) =
bn(!M (νã)N) = ã, and bn(α) = ∅ if α is an input, broadcast input or τ : p.
We also define n(τ : p) = ∅ and n(α) = n(M) ∪ n(N) for the input and output
actions. As in the pi-calculus, the output M(νã)N represents an action sending
N along M and opening the scopes of the names ã. Note in particular that the
support of this action includes ã. Thus M(νa)a and M(νb)b are different actions.
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In
Ψ ` K .↔M

Ψ � M(λỹ)N .P
K N [ỹ:=L̃]−−−−−−→ P [ỹ := L̃]

Out
Ψ `M .↔ K

Ψ � M N .P
KN−−→ P

Case
Ψ � Pi

α−→ P ′ Ψ ` ϕi

Ψ � case ϕ̃ : P̃
α−→ P ′

Par
ΨQ ⊗ Ψ � P

α−→ P ′

Ψ � P | Q α−→ P ′ | Q
bn(α)#Q

Com

Ψ ⊗ ΨP ⊗ ΨQ `M
.↔ K

ΨQ ⊗ Ψ � P
M(νã)N−−−−−→ P ′ ΨP ⊗ Ψ � Q

K N−−−→ Q′

Ψ � P | Q τ :p−−→ (νã)(P ′ | Q′)
ã#Q

Rep
Ψ � P | !P α−→ P ′

Ψ � !P
α−→ P ′

Scope
Ψ � P

α−→ P ′

Ψ � (νb)P
α−→ (νb)P ′

b#α, Ψ

Open
Ψ � P

M(νã)N−−−−−→ P ′

Ψ � (νb)P
M(νã∪{b})N−−−−−−−−→ P ′

b#ã, Ψ,M
b ∈ n(N)

Table 1. Structured operational semantics. Symmetric versions of Com and Par are
elided. In the rule Com we assume that F(P ) = (νb̃P )ΨP and F(Q) = (νb̃Q)ΨQ where

b̃P is fresh for all of Ψ, b̃Q, Q,M and P , and that b̃Q is similarly fresh. In the rule

Par we assume that F(Q) = (νb̃Q)ΨQ where b̃Q is fresh for Ψ, P and α. In Open the
expression ã ∪ {b} means the sequence ã with b inserted anywhere.

Definition 3 (Transitions). A transition is written Ψ � P
α−→ P ′, meaning

that in the environment Ψ the well-formed agent P can do an α to become P ′. The

transitions are defined inductively in Table 1. We write P
α−→ P ′ without an

assertion to mean 1 � P
α−→ P ′, and Ψ � P

α−→ to mean ∃P ′.Ψ � P
α−→ P ′,

and (νc̃)Ψ � P
α−→ P ′ to mean c̃# subject(α), P and Ψ � P

α−→ P ′.

We will sometimes write F � P
α−→ P ′ to mean that there exists b̃F and ΨF

such that F = (νb̃F )ΨF and ΨF � P
α−→ P ′ where b̃F are fresh in the subject

of α and in P .
Agents, frames and transitions are identified by alpha equivalence. In a tran-

sition the names in bn(α) bind into both the action object and the derivative,
therefore bn(α) is in the support of α but not in the support of the transi-
tion. This means that the bound names can be chosen fresh, substituting each
occurrence in both the object and the derivative.

Definition 4 (Strong bisimulation). A strong bisimulation R is a ternary
relation on assertions and pairs of agents such that R(Ψ, P,Q) implies

1. Static equivalence: Ψ ⊗F(P ) ' Ψ ⊗F(Q); and
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2. Symmetry: R(Ψ,Q, P ); and

3. Extension of arbitrary assertion: ∀Ψ ′. R(Ψ ⊗ Ψ ′, P,Q); and

4. Simulation: for all α, P ′ such that Ψ � P
α−→ P ′ and bn(α)#Ψ,Q,

there exists Q′ such that Ψ � Q
α−→ Q′ and R(Ψ, P ′, Q′).

We define P
.∼Ψ Q to mean that there exists a bisimulation R such that R(Ψ, P,Q),

and write
.∼ for

.∼1.

Definition 5 (Strong congruence). We define P ∼Ψ Q to mean that for all
substitution sequences σ, Pσ

.∼Ψ Qσ holds. We write P ∼ Q to mean P ∼Ψ Q.

3 Reliable Broadcast Psi-calculi

Broadcast psi-calculi [6] is an extension of psi-calculi for synchronous unreliable
broadcast. A broadcast output action is written !K (νã)N , meaning that N
with bound names ã is sent along a broadcast channel represented by K. The
corresponding (early) broadcast input action is written ?KN . The predicates

.
≺

and
.
� regulate how prefix subjects are related to broadcast channels: If M

.
≺ K

then an output prefix with subject M will give rise to an action on the broadcast
channel K, and similarly

.
� is used with broadcast input. For technical reasons

related to scope extension, no broadcast channel may have greater support than
the prefix subjects connected to it. A special case is to declare K

.
≺ K and

K
.
� K for all broadcast channels K; these channels are then represented by

themselves in the process syntax.
The process syntax is the same as for ordinary psi-calculi, but the tran-

sition relation is extended with rules to accommodate broadcast communica-
tion, as shown in Table 2. The main difference is that broadcast communica-
tion does not result in a silent action. To accommodate multiple receivers, it
instead yields a broadcast output action which may be picked up by others:

Ψ � KN .P | K(λx̃)X .Q
!K N−−−→ P | Q[x̃ := L̃], assuming N = X[x̃ := L̃] and

Ψ ` K
.
≺ K and Ψ ` K

.
� K. An extensive treatment of broadcast psi-calculi

including motivations and examples is in [6].
Here broadcast messages can be non-deterministically lost, a behaviour which

is appropriate for the intended application area of wireless networks. However,
if we wish to study broadcast communication on a shared bus, message loss is
not a concern: any component that listens when a message is sent will receive it.

In this section we now define reliable broadcast psi-calculi, a conservative
extension of broadcast psi-calculi where negative premises in the Par rule for
parallel composition are used to ensure that messages cannot be lost.

One new psi-calculus parameter is added: the equivariant operator reliable :
T → C. Intuitively, if Ψ ` reliable(K), then broadcasts over the channel K
in the environment Ψ will reach all of its potential recipients. We will refer to
such broadcasts as reliable broadcasts. Hence, it is possible to have both reliable
and unreliable broadcast channels in the calculus, and even have channels whose
reliability varies dynamically depending on the environment.
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BrOut
Ψ `M

.
≺ K

Ψ � M N .P
!K N−−−→ P

BrIn
Ψ ` K

.
�M

Ψ � M(λỹ)N .P
?K N [ỹ:=L̃]−−−−−−−→ P [ỹ := L̃]

BrMerge
ΨQ ⊗ Ψ � P

?K N−−−→ P ′ ΨP ⊗ Ψ � Q
?K N−−−→ Q′

Ψ � P | Q ?K N−−−→ P ′ | Q′

BrCom
ΨQ ⊗ Ψ � P

!K (νã)N−−−−−−→ P ′ ΨP ⊗ Ψ � Q
?K N−−−→ Q′

Ψ � P | Q !K (νã)N−−−−−−→ P ′ | Q′
ã#Q

BrOpen
Ψ � P

!K (νã)N−−−−−−→ P ′

Ψ � (νb)P
!K (νã∪{b})N−−−−−−−−−→ P ′

b#ã, Ψ,K
b ∈ n(N)

BrClose
Ψ � P

!K (νã)N−−−−−−→ P ′

Ψ � (νb)P
τ :p−−→ (νb)(νã)P ′

b ∈ n(K)
b#Ψ

Table 2. Additional rules for broadcast psi-calculi. A symmetric version of BrCom is
elided. In rules BrCom and BrMerge we assume that F(P ) = (νb̃P )ΨP and F(Q) =

(νb̃Q)ΨQ where b̃P is fresh for P, b̃Q, Q,K and Ψ , and that b̃Q is fresh for Q, b̃P , P,K and
Ψ . In BrOpen the expression ã ∪ {b} means the sequence ã with b inserted anywhere.

The effects on the semantics are on the Par rule that says, roughly, that any
process can always act alone. Eliding the assertions that define the environment,

Par means that if P
α−→ P ′ then P | Q α−→ P ′ | Q. If α is a reliable

broadcast that can be received by Q this rule no longer applies. In that case
Q must participate in a communication through another rule, involving both P
and Q. In order to prevent the Par rule from being applicable in that case we
introduce a predicate ADMIT in its premise. Intuitively, ADMIT(α, F,Q) is
true if a process in parallel to Q may perform the action α in frame F without
Q having to participate in the action. In other words, it is true unless α is a
reliable broadcast that Q can receive in frame F .

ADMIT(α, F,Q) =


True if α is not a broadcast action

¬(F ⊗F(Q) ` reliable(M) ∧ F � Q
?M N−−−−→)

if α = ?M N or α = !M (νã)N.

The only change to the semantics is that the ADMIT predicate is added as
a side-condition to the Par rule, as follows. A symmetric version is elided, and
to write out the rule in full with the assertions we assume that F(Q) = (νb̃Q)ΨQ
where b̃Q is fresh for Ψ, P and α.
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Par
ΨQ ⊗ Ψ � P

α−→ P ′

Ψ � P | Q α−→ P ′ | Q
ADMIT(α, Ψ ⊗F(P ), Q)
bn(α)#Q

Note that the premise of the Par rule is a negative premise since ADMIT
requires the absence of transitions.

Finally, a syntactic restriction on processes is imposed: in the agent !P , we
require that P must be reliable reception guarded, which intuitively means that
there is no substitution and environment that can make an unguarded prefix
into a reliable broadcast input. Formally, an agent is reliable reception guarded
if each input is either guarded or its subject M satisfies the following, where σ
ranges over substitution sequences:

∀Ψ,N, σ.¬(Ψ ` N
.
�Mσ ∧ Ψ ` reliable(N))

This criterion is imposed in order to ensure that the ruleset is consistent.
As an example to demonstrate why it is necessary, consider an agent P with
an unguarded reliable broadcast input. The only SOS rule for !P says that it
should behave as P | !P . Now assume that !P has no broadcast input, then by
the new Par rule P | !P and hence also !P has a broadcast input, leading to
a contradiction. On the other hand, if !P has a broadcast input then a shorter
inference of that action must have been made from P | !P ; this means that it
must have been inferred from P and Par, an impossibility if !P has that action.
In other words, it seems that !P has the broadcast action if and only if it has
not!

The closure under substitutions in the criterion is needed since !P may occur
under an input prefix which, when executing, will give rise to a substitution.
Formally, the rule system on agents which are not reliable reception guarded is
not stratifiable and thus does not give rise to a meaningful semantics. We do
not believe that reliable broadcast input under replication is meaningful — we
cannot conceive of a semantics which allows it, while also being faithful to the
standard algebraic properties of replication and our intuitive understanding of
reliability.

Example 6 (Monadic bπ calculus). bπ [10] is an adaptation of the pi-calculus to
use broadcast communication in place of point-to-point communication. Here we
show a psi-calculus BPI that corresponds to monadic bπ. For convenience, we
consider only the finite subcalculus, without the τ prefix (since it can be encoded
as (νx)xx).

BPI
T = N
C = {>,⊥} ∪ {a=̇b | a, b ∈ N} ∪ {¬φ | φ ∈ C}
A = {1}
reliable(M) = >

a
.↔ b = ⊥

a
.
� b = a

.
≺ b = a=̇b

1 ` >
1 ` a=̇a
1 ` ¬φ iff ¬1 ` φ
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We define representation functions J·K from bπ agents and actions to BPI
agents and actions, respectively:

Definition 7 (bπ to PPi).

Agents:

JP +QK = case > : JP K [] > : JQK
J〈x = y〉P,QK = case x=̇y : JP K [] ¬x=̇y : JQK

Jx(y).P K = x(λy)y.JP K
Jxy.P K = x〈y〉.JP K

JnilK = 0
JP | QK = JP K | JQK
JνxP K = (νx)JP K

Actions:

JνxaxK = !a (νx)x

JaxK = !a x
Jx〈y〉K = ?x y

JτK = τ

Lemma 8. If P
a:−→ then ADMIT(?a x,1, JP K).

Proof. By induction on the derivation of P
a:−→.

Lemma 9. If ADMIT(?a x,1, JP K) then P
a:−→.

Proof. By induction on P.

Theorem 10 (Operational correspondence).

1. If P
α−→ P ′ then 1 � JP K JαK−−→ JP ′K.

2. If 1 � JP K JαK−−→ P ′ and bn(α)#P , then there exists P ′′ such that P
α−→ P ′′

and P ′ = JP ′′K.

Proof. By induction on the derivation of the transitions of P and JP K, respec-
tively.

There can be no similar correspondence in the polyadic case, since struc-
tural equivalence (swapping of outermost restrictions, in particular) is not sound
for strong labelled bisimilarity in bπ (in contradiction to [10, Lemma 34(i)]):

νx νy a x, y.nil
νx νy a x,y−−−−−−−→ nil, but the only transition of νy νx a x, y.nil is

νy νx a x, y.nil
νy νx a x,y−−−−−−−→ nil, which has a different label.
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Case
Ψ � Pi

α−→ P ′ Ψ ` ϕi

Ψ � case ϕ̃ : P̃
α−→ P ′

HIGHEST(α, Ψ, case ϕ̃ : P̃ )

Par
ΨQ ⊗ Ψ � P

α−→ P ′

Ψ � P | Q α−→ P ′ | Q

HIGHEST(α, Ψ, P | Q)
bn(α)#Q

Com

Ψ ⊗ ΨP ⊗ ΨQ `M
.↔ K Ψ ` prio(M) = p

ΨQ ⊗ Ψ � P
M(νã)N−−−−−→ P ′

ΨP ⊗ Ψ � Q
K N−−−→ Q′

Ψ � P | Q τ :p−−→ (νã)(P ′ | Q′)

HIGHEST(τ : p, Ψ, P | Q)
ã#Q

Table 3. Structured operational semantics with priorities. Symmetric versions of Com
and Par are elided. In the rule Com we assume that F(P ) = (νb̃P )ΨP and F(Q) =

(νb̃Q)ΨQ where b̃P is fresh for all of Ψ, b̃Q, Q,M and P , and that b̃Q is similarly fresh.

In the rule Par we assume that F(Q) = (νb̃Q)ΨQ where b̃Q is fresh for Ψ, P and α.

4 Psi-calculi with priorities

In this section, we extend psi-calculi with a priority system. The idea is that
for each communication channel M , the assertion environment associates to it
a priority level n ∈ N, where lower values of n denote higher priority levels. A
process may only interact on M if for all m < n, no internal actions at priority m
are available. As the assertion environment changes, priority levels may change
depending on the particulars of the psi-calculus under consideration.

To achieve this, we add the equivariant operator has prio ∈ T × N → C,
intuitively F ` has prio(M,p) means that the frame F assigns priority p to
the term M . If M is a communication channel, i.e., for some K it holds that
Ψ ` M .↔ K, then we require this p to be unique and to be invariant under
channel equivalence. We write prio(M) = p for has prio(M,p). We tag the
silent action with an explicit priority, as in τ : p. We notate the priority of an
action α in frame F as PRIO (F, α), defined to be p if α = τ : p or if M is the
subject of α and F ` prio(M) = p.

To define a transition system with priorities, we use a predicate HIGHEST(α,
Ψ, P ), that intuitively states that P has no transitions that block α in the cur-
rent frame. Transitions that block α in frame F are internal actions with higher
priority:

HIGHEST(α, Ψ, P ) := ¬(Ψ � P
τ :n−−→∧ n < PRIO (Ψ ⊗F(P ), α))

To enforce that transitions respect the priority scheme, HIGHEST is added
as a side condition to relevant rules, as in Table 3.

Since HIGHEST requires absence of transitions, it constitutes a negative
premise.
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Example 11 (Pi-calculus with dynamic priorities). We here define a calculus
based on the pi-calculus, with the addition that channels may have one of two
priority levels: 0 (high) and 1 (low). Further, it is possible to flip the priority of
a channel a dynamically by asserting {a}. For an example, suppose we want to
enforce a fairness scheme such that synchronisations on two channels x and y are
guaranteed to interleave. This can be achieved by swapping the priorities of x
and y after every such synchronisation, as in the following derivation sequence,
where Pz = (|{z}|) | !x.(|{x, y}|) | !y.(|{x, y}|).

1� Py | x . x . x | y
τ :0−−→ Px | x . x | y

τ :0−−→
Py | x . x

τ :0−−→ Px | x
τ :1−−→ Py

Note that the above τ sequence is the only possible τ sequence — as long as both
x and y are available they are guaranteed to be consumed alternatingly. Formally,
we define this psi-calculus by T = N , C = {x = y : x, y ∈ T} ∪ {prio(M) = n :
M ∈ T∧n ∈ N} and A is the finite sets of names. Moreover, let 1 be the empty
set and A⊗B = (A ∪B)− (A ∩B). Entailment is defined so that Ψ ` x = y iff
x = y, Ψ ` prio(x) = 1 iff x ∈ Ψ , and Ψ ` prio(x) = 0 iff x 6∈ Ψ . Finally, we let
channel equivalence be syntactic equality on names.

5 Examples of Reliable Broadcast Priorities

In this section, we combine the extensions for priority and broadcast presented
in Section 3 and Section 4 into a single calculus. In order to integrate the two, the
following adaptions have to be made. First, high-priority broadcast actions are
considered to block lower priority actions, in the same way as high-priority tau
actions. The intuition is that both broadcast output and tau are independent ac-
tions that can occur without a communication partner. Formally, we let β range
over broadcast outputs and τ actions, and amend the definition of HIGHEST
as follows:

HIGHEST(α, Ψ, P ) := ¬∃β.
Ψ � P

β−→
∧

PRIO (Ψ ⊗F(P ), β) < PRIO (Ψ ⊗F(P ), α)

This predicate is added as a side condition to the rules for broadcast communi-
cation, in the same manner as the rules for unicast communication.

Second, we require that broadcast channels have a well defined priority, in
the same way as unicast channels. In other words we require that if Ψ `M

.
≺ K

or Ψ ` K
.
� M , then there is a unique p such that Ψ ` prio(K) = p. If Ψ `

M
.
≺ K we further require that there is a unique p such that Ψ ` prio(M) = p,

that if Ψ ` prio(K) = p′ holds then p ≤ p′, and that if Ψ ` M
.
≺ L then

Ψ ` prio(L) = p′. These requirements ensure that no actions that may arise
from an output prefix will block another action from the same prefix. Note
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that input prefixes, unlike output prefixes, may be simultaneously connected
to broadcast channels with different priorities. Hence, a listener need not care
about the priority of messages it receives.

5.1 Discrete Time

There exist several versions of process algebras with discrete time; a common
approach is to introduce a special kind of action σ to represent that time
passes [15,18]. We claim that in psi-calculi, σ is merely a special case of a reliable
broadcast of a clock pulse whose priority is lower than all other actions.

As an example, in the timed broadcasting process calculus aTCWS, due to
Macedonio and Merro [18] the intuition is that when no process currently wishes
to send anything, a timeout event is propagated through the system. Input
prefixes are of the form b?(x).P cQ - this agent may receive a broadcast carrying
the message w and evolve to P{w/x}, or a σ and evolve to Q.

We can easily formulate a psi-calculus to accommodate this. Let σ be a new
term such that in all assertion environments σ

.
≺ σ

.
� σ, reliable(σ) and

∀Ψ, n, n′,M.M 6= σ ∧ Ψ ` has prio(M,n) ∧ Ψ ` has prio(σ, n′) ⇒ n′ ≥ n
holds. Let the system contain a timeout factory process !σ . The aTCWS input
prefix b?(x).P cQ can then be represented as ?(x).P + σ.Q.

As another example consider a more general timeout operator. Nicollin and
Sifakis define in their survey [20] a timeout for P (the body), Q (the exception),
d (the integer time delay) to behave as P if an initial action of P is performed
within time d, otherwise it behaves as Q after time d. Varieties of this operator
exist in many process algebras; in e.g. TPCCS [14] it is notated P .d Q.

In a psi-calculus we can represent timeout as follows. Extend the terms
to contain raisea and aborta with support {a} for all names a, and extend
the broadcast relations such that for all a, Ψ , raisea

.
≺ raisea

.
� raisea,

reliable(raisea), and similarly for aborta, and with no other channel equiva-
lences on these terms. The idea in the following representation is that an action
on raisea will trigger the exception Q, and that P can at any prior time abort
the timeout by performing an action abortb, where a and b are distinct fresh
names. Let raisea carry a priority higher than any other used in P or Q.

Let a timer T d for any integer d be defined by T 0 = raisea .0 and T d =
σ . T d−1 + abortb .0 for d > 0. The timeout P .d Q then corresponds to

(ν a, b)(T d | ((P + raisea .0) | (abortb .0 + raisea . Q)))

To examine its behaviour first assume d > 0. If P
σ−→ P ′, i.e, if P can let

time pass to become P ′, then P .d Q
σ−→ P ′ .d−1 Q. If P instead starts acting

by aborting the timeout with P
abortb−−−−−→ P ′ then P .dQ

τ−→ (ν a, b)(0 | P ′ | 0)
which will behave as P ′ since a, b are chosen fresh. If d = 0 the system becomes

(ν a, b)(raisea .0 | ((P + raisea .0) | (abortb .0 + raisea . Q)))

which has a broadcast along raisea to become (ν a, b)(0 | 0 | Q), which will
behave as Q.
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There are several other operators related to time which may merit investi-
gation in the same way, and it would be interesting to explore their algebraic
properties. For example, it is reasonable to expect that timeout is associative.

5.2 Controller Area Network Bus

The CAN bus [9] is a communication bus designed for system communication in
vehicles. It has also been used in other areas than automobiles, such as automa-
tion and aerospace. CAN is a message based protocol where all messages are
broadcast to everyone. Each node can transmit at any time on the bus. When
several nodes want to transmit at the same time, an arbitration-free algorithm
based on priorities is used. The identity of each node is an integer, which is used
as the priority of the node. A lower identity has a higher priority.

Using a reliable broadcast psi-calculus, we model the protocol used for decid-
ing who has the highest priority to transmit. In CAN, the binary representation
of identities are used to decide who gets priority. A 0 is termed a “dominant”
bit, and a 1 is termed a “recessive” bit. A dominant bit will overwrite a recessive
bit on the bus. When several nodes want to transmit at the same time, they
transmit their identities bit by bit, while listening on the bus to see if their bit
is dominated by other nodes. If any node has a dominant bit, all other nodes
will see it. The nodes that have a recessive bit will see the dominant bit on the
bus, back off, and attempt transmission at a later time.

In order to formulate a model we begin by defining a suitable psi-calculus, by
instantiating the parameters to our framework. For our terms, we use names, a
set of constants for channels and binary numbers, and a list construction, so that
we can represent binary sequences. bus, can, σ1 and σ2 are all reliable broadcast
channels. Priorities are set as follows: (σ1, 3), (σ2, 1), (bus, 0), (can, 0), and for
all names a, (a, 2). The resulting instance is as follows.

Psi-calculus for CAN
T = N ∪ {bus, can, σ1, σ2, 0, 1} ∪ {M#N : M,N ∈ T}
C = {>,⊥}
A = {1}
M

.↔ N = > if M = N ∈ N , otherwise ⊥
M

.
� N = M

.
≺ N = > if M = N ∈ {bus, can, σ1, σ2}, otherwise ⊥

reliable(M) = >
hasprio(M,n) = > iff (M,n) ∈ {(σ1, 3), (σ2, 1), (bus, 0), (can, 0)}

∪ {(a, 2) : a ∈ N}
1 ` >

A node executing the arbitration protocol is written F (tl, id,M). This represents
a node with identity id wanting to transmit M on the bus. The process is defined
recursively, and tl is what remains of id to be transmitted. σ1 and σ2 are clock
channels. σ1 regulates the cycle of arbitration sessions, and σ2 regulates the cycle
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of bit arbitration within a session. bus is the channel used for arbitrations, and
can is the channel for data transmission.

F (ε, id,M) = canM

F (0 :: tl, id,M) = bus.F (tl, id,M) + bus.F (tl, id,M)
F (1 :: tl, id,M) = bus.σ1.F (id, id,M) + σ2.F (tl, id,M)

The base case for the recursion is F (ε, id,M). This simulates the case where
all arbitration bits have been consumed, and the node has not been dominated.
This means that it is the last node standing in the arbitration process, and
therefore gets to send its message on the can bus. F (0 :: tl, id,M) simulates
the case of the node having a dominant arbitration bit. In this case, one of the
nodes with a dominant bit will send it on bus, and the rest will receive it. A
node with a dominant bit will always progress to F (tl, id,M), and thus stay in
the arbitration process. F (1 :: tl, id,M) simulates the case of the node having a
recessive arbitration bit. Since bus has higher priority than σ2, then if another
node is dominant, the recessive node will see the dominant node’s transmission
on bus, back off and wait for a signal on σ1 to indicate the beginning of the
next arbitration session. If there is no dominant node, and thus no transmission
on bus, σ2 can synchronise and allow all recessive nodes to enter the next cycle
in the arbitration process.

A system where for all i ≤ n, the node with identity idi wishes to send Mi

can be given as:

F (id0, id0,M0) | . . . | F (idn, idn,Mn) | !σ2 | !σ1

We show next an example of two nodes F (1010, 1010,M1010) and F (1000, 1000,
M1000) competing for the right to transmit their message on can. Priority an-
notations are included to help readability, but are not part of the action syntax
of the framework:

bus.σ1.F (1010, 1010,M1010) + σ2.F (010, 1010,M1010)
| bus.σ1.F (1000, 1000,M1000) + σ2.F (000, 1000,M1000) | !σ2 | !σ1

Since both are recessive, neither receives anything on bus. The system instead
does a σ2 to reveal another bit:

!σ2:1−−−→ bus.F (10, 1010,M1010) + bus.F (10, 1010,M1010)

| bus.F (00, 1000,M1000) + bus.F (00, 1000,M1000) | !σ2 | !σ1

Since both are now dominant, either might choose to signal on bus, but the
other will continue to persist:

!bus:0−−−−→ bus.σ1.F (1010, 1010,M1010) + σ2.F (0, 1010,M1010)

| bus.F (0, 1000,M1000) + bus.F (0, 1000,M1000) | !σ2 | !σ1

Node 1010 is now recessive and node 1000 dominant. Since the σ2 channel has
lower priority than bus, the only thing that can happen is a communication on
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bus:

!bus:0−−−−→ σ1.F (1010, 1010,M1010)

| bus.F (ε, 1000,M1000) + bus.F (ε, 1000,M1000) | !σ2 | !σ1

A reliable broadcast does not need any recipients to synchronise with. Thus,
node 1000 dominates the bus on its own and progresses to:

!bus:0−−−−→ σ1.F (1010, 1010,M1010)
| canM1000 | !σ2 | !σ1

Finally, since can has higher priority than σ1, M1000 is transmitted. After that,
a σ1 transition can proceed to let node 1010 try again.

In [17], Jan and Zdenek models CAN using the graphical formalism of timed
automata and verifying properties in UPPAAL. Their model of the arbitration
protocol is similar to ours. In [29], Osch and Smolka models and verifies CAN
using Murφ. At a bit over 100 lines, their model of the arbitration protocol
is less concise than ours. We have the benefit of modelling the protocol in a
bespoke language, defined as an instance of the psi-calculi framework, where the
salient features of the protocol have a direct representation. This language may
also be extended and formally coexist with arbitrary data structures for data
transmitted along the bus, and inherits a machine checked meta-theory.

6 Meta-theory

In this section we discuss the meta-theory of our calculi, including negative
premises, algebraic properties of bisimulation, and our Isabelle formalisation.

6.1 Negative Premises

The predicates ADMIT and HIGHEST are used as negative premises. Here,
the SOS rules defining the transition relation −→ are consistent. We show this
by constructing a stratification S from transition judgments to a well-ordered set
such that for every instance of a rule application that may occur in a derivation
tree, the negative premises have smaller S-values than the conclusion, and the
positive premises have no larger S-values than the conclusion. This guarantees
that there are no transitions whose absence is a precondition for their presence.

Definition 12. We let S(Ψ � P
α−→ P ′) be the pair (PRIO (Ψ ⊗F(P ), α), s),

where s is the syntactic size of P if α is a broadcast input with Ψ ⊗ F(P ) `
reliable(subj(α)) and ω otherwise, and comparisons use the lexical ordering.

Theorem 13. S is a stratification of the transition system −→.

Proof. By case analysis, using the fact that HIGHEST only considers transi-
tions on strictly lower strata. In the case of Rep, we note that α cannot be a
reliable broadcast input action since P is reliable reception guarded—hence both
premise and conclusion are on stratum (p, ω) for some p. The other cases are
trivial.
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The transition system −→ is defined by constructing transitions stratum
by stratum in a bottom-up fashion, as explained in the introduction. Further,
Groote shows that with this method, any two valid stratifications of a transition
system specification yield the same transition relation: hence the stratification
can be elided. In our Nominal Isabelle formalisation discussed in Section 6.2, we
do not directly employ negative premises, in order to avoid defining the semantics
by induction over strata.

We give an equivalent alternative definition inspired by the notions of discard
relations [11] and initial actions [16].

Definition 14. Define predicate HIGHESTU as HIGHEST with all instances
of the transition relation −→ replaced by −→U, and similarly for ADMIT, where
−→U is −→ with all negative premises removed from the rules. We then define a
new transition system −→I by replacing all uses of HIGHEST in the SOS rules
for −→ by HIGHESTU (and similarly for ADMIT).

Note that −→I does not contain any negative premises in the formal sense, so it
is more readily formalized in Isabelle. Moreover, it coincides with −→.

Lemma 15. HIGHESTU(α, Ψ, P ) ⇐⇒ HIGHESTI(α, Ψ, P )

Proof. This lemma has been formally proven in Nominal Isabelle.

Lemma 16. HIGHESTU(α, Ψ, P | Q) =⇒
(ADMITU(α, Ψ, P,Q) ⇐⇒ ADMITI(α, Ψ, P,Q)).

Proof. This lemma has been formally proven in Nominal Isabelle.

Theorem 17. −→ = −→I

Proof (sketch). We consider transitions Ψ � R
α−→∗ R′ where ∗ is nothing or I.

The proof is by strong induction on the priority p of the action α in frame F(R)⊗
Ψ . Here HIGHEST(α, Ψ,R) iff (by induction hypothesis) HIGHESTI(α, Ψ,R)
iff (by Lemma 15) HIGHESTU(α, Ψ,R). We proceed by structural induction on
the origin R of the transition. Most cases for R follow by case analysis on the
topmost derivation rule; the remaining are as follows.

R = P | Q using RPar: By induction P has the same transitions with −→ as
with −→I. We have HIGHEST(α, Ψ,R) ⇐⇒ HIGHESTU(α, Ψ,R) by the
outer induction. Remains the side condition ADMIT.
⇒ Assume that ADMIT(α, Ψ, P,Q). By induction we get ADMITI(α, Ψ, P,

Q). By Lemma 16 ADMITU(α, Ψ, P,Q).
⇐ Assume that ADMITU(α, Ψ, P,Q). By Lemma 16 ADMITI(α, Ψ, P,Q).

By induction ADMIT(α, Ψ, P,Q).
R = !P We proceed by induction on the number of uses of the Rep rule to

unfold !P in the derivation of the transition.
Base case Here the transition was derived using Rep;RPar. By induc-

tion P has the same transitions in the system −→ as in −→I. More-
over, ADMIT(α, Ψ, P, !P ) and ADMITU(α, Ψ, P, !P ) are always satis-
fied, since P is BI-guarded and !P thus has no broadcast input transi-
tions.
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Induction case By case analysis on the rule used to derive the transition
from P | !P ; most cases follow directly from the induction hypotheses.
The exception is RPar-R. Here, by induction the transition from !P
exists in −→ iff it exists in −→I. Moreover, ADMIT(α, Ψ, !P, P ) and
ADMITU(α, Ψ, !P, P ) are always satisfied since P is BI-guarded.

6.2 Bisimulation

For any reliable broadcast psi-calculus, labelled bisimilarity respects important
algebraic laws. Recall the definitions of strong bisimilarity and congruence are
from Section 2. Strong bisimulation is preserved by all operators except input
prefix and satisfies the expected algebraic laws such as scope extension:

Theorem 18 (Congruence properties of strong bisimulation). For all Ψ :

P
.∼Ψ Q =⇒ P | R .∼Ψ Q | R

P
.∼Ψ Q =⇒ (νa)P

.∼Ψ (νa)Q if a#Ψ

P
.∼Ψ Q =⇒ !P

.∼Ψ !Q if P,Q assertion guarded

∀i.Pi
.∼Ψ Qi =⇒ case ϕ̃ : P̃

.∼Ψ case ϕ̃ : Q̃

P
.∼Ψ Q =⇒ M N .P

.∼Ψ M N .Q

(∀L̃. P [x̃ := L̃]
.∼Ψ Q[x̃ := L̃]) =⇒ M(λx̃)N .P

.∼Ψ M(λx̃)N .Q

Theorem 19. Strong congruence ∼Ψ is a congruence for all Ψ .

The standard rules of structural equivalence are sound for bisimilarity con-
gruence.

Theorem 20 (Structural equivalence). Assume that a#Q, x̃,M,N, ϕ̃. Then

case ϕ̃ : (̃νa)P ∼ (νa)case ϕ̃ : P̃ (νa)0 ∼ 0
M(λx̃)N . (νa)P ∼ (νa)M(λx̃)(N) . P Q | (νa)P ∼ (νa)(Q | P )

M N . (νa)P ∼ (νa)M N .P (νb)(νa)P ∼ (νa)(νb)P
P | (Q | R) ∼ (P | Q) | R !P ∼ P | !P

P | Q ∼ Q | P P ∼ P | 0

We have formalised reliable broadcast psi-calculi and the proofs of all the-
orems in Section 6.2 in Nominal Isabelle [27] — the proof scripts are available
online [1]. Since considerable effort has been invested in a proof repository for
broadcast psi-calculi [26], we strive to re-use as much of it as possible. However,
using negative premises and induction over strata would constitute a major
change to the structure of the definition of the operational semantics. Instead,
we formalise the two semantics −→U and −→I (Definition 14). Using this strat-
egy, we were able to re-use our repository with only minimal changes to the
proofs. The proof scripts constitute 28469 lines of code for −→I and 33823 lines
for −→U, most of it straightforward adaptations of the existing proof scripts.
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The bulk of our adaptation efforts concerns proving various preservation prop-
erties of the ADMITU predicate used in the structural congruence proofs, such
as

ADMITU(α, Ψ, F,Q | R)→ ADMITU(α, Ψ, F ⊗F(R), Q)

Other than such details, the proofs are remarkably similar to the case of
unreliable broadcast. The same technical lemmas, overarching proof structures
and candidate relations are used. Hence, we shall not restate them here. This
is a compelling argument for using proof mechanisation: even though the initial
effort of developing a proof repository for broadcast psi-calculi was significant,
adopting it for the reliable case took only roughly two man-weeks of effort.
Adding priorities to unicast psi-calculi took a similar amount of time, as did
combining priorities and reliable broadcasts into a single calculus. We consider
this a small price to pay for absolute certainty of correctness, at least up to the
current state of the art of mechanised proofs.

7 Related work

As early as 1985, Pnueli [22] formulated the semantics of a parallel composition
operator with broadcast synchronisation using negative premises. This predates
the work on negative premises by Groote, and shows no awareness that introduc-
ing such rules may lead to consistency issues. Fortunately, all rules pertaining to
it are syntax-directed and hence trivial to stratify. The first account of priorities
in process algebra is by Cleaveland and Hennessy [7], who define the semantics
using two strata, an idea we also use in defining −→U and −→I. A more recent
exposition of this area is in [8].

Prasad [23] expresses reliable broadcast in CBS by introducing so-called
“lose” actions, alongside the usual input and output, to denote that a process
may discard a message. Prasad remarks that “a loss encodes a negative premise”,
and that “it is possible to formulate CBS too in terms of negative premises”.
We go further than this by providing both formulations and proving that they
correspond.

Prasad also extends CBS with priorities [24]. The priority system is a static
one, where every prefix is tagged with an explicit priority level. This yields a
very clean operational semantics, with no need for the negative premises or
two-stage operational semantics used in the case of unicast communication. Our
own formulation is by necessity more complicated since it incorporates features
absent in CBS such as dynamic priorities, mobility, unicast communication and
the possibility of lossy broadcasts.

The bπ calculus by Ene and Muntean [10,11] is a version of the pi-calculus
featuring reliable broadcast instead of point-to-point communication. In lieu of
negative premises, they use an auxiliary “discard” relation to determine whether
a process is allowed to discard a message. When compared to Prasad’s “lose”
actions, this strategy has the benefit of not introducing additional actions into
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the semantics. Moraru et al. [19] make an initial effort towards an extension of
bπ with ambients and the possibility of encrypting messages.

Gunter and Yasmeen’s work on Secure Broadcast Ambients [13] does not
feature reliable broadcast, but is another example of a broadcast calculus im-
plemented in Nominal Isabelle [30]. The authors describe the implementation of
the syntax and semantics of their calculus, as well as barbed congruence and
equivalence. However, they do not use their framework to prove any theorems.

Jeffrey [16] shows how to translate a variant of timed CCS into prioritised
CCS by attaching an explicit time stamp to each action’s priority. Crucially,
Jeffrey’s translation relies on the CSP synchronisation operator, which can be
seen as a form of reliable broadcast communication. Prasad achieves a similar
feat in [25], where he argues that prioritised CBS is isomorphic to a subset of
timed CBS. This, in conjunction with our own findings, leads us to believe that
Jeffrey’s observation that “time is an example of priority” ought to be clarified:
merely having priorities is not sufficient. A one-to-many, non-lossy synchronisa-
tion mechanism is also required.

8 Conclusion

Negative premises to formulate reliable broadcast and priorities has a long his-
tory. Our contribution is to introduce these ideas in psi-calculi, a general frame-
work where highly specialised modelling languages are easily defined, and where a
proof repository for Nominal Isabelle guarantees that important meta-theoretical
properties related to bisimulation is sound. We go beyond existing process alge-
bras in that priorities and reliability can vary dynamically as processes execute.
We have also investigated the expressivity of reliable broadcast with priorities
by modelling discrete timeouts and the arbitration protocols of a vehicular bus.

In future work, we intend to add these features to sorted psi-calculi [5]. We
also intend to study the properties of a cache coherence protocol using Nominal
Isabelle. It would be interesting to find a more general characterization of which
instances of negative premises can be encoded in a similar two-level style. We
also want to investigate whether there is a symbolic operational semantics that
captures psi-calculi with priorities and reliable broadcast.
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